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1. Introduction 
Let {Xi}i~-~o be a sequence of independent identically distributed random vari- 
ables (i.i.d.r.v.'s) with 
t 
O, i fx~0,  
P{Xo<~X}= F(x), i f0<x<l ,  
I1,  i fx~>l .  
We assume that P{Xo = 0} = P{Xo = 1} = 0. The sequence X = {Xi} i~-oo will be called 
a random environment. For any fixed realization of this random environment we 
can define a random walk So, $1 , . , .  by So = 0 and 
Px{S.+l=i+llS.=i}=Xi, Px{Sn+l=i-llSn=i}=l-X~, 
n =0,  1, 2 , . . .  and i=0,  +1, +2, . . . .  
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The sequence {S,} will be called a random walk in random environment (RWIRE). 
The properties of {S,} have been widely studied since Solomon (1975). He proved 
that if 
then 
E log(Xo/ (1-Xo))=O,  (1.1) 
P{Px(S,=Oi .o. )= 1}= 1. (1.2) 
That is to say, for almost all realizations of the random environment, he particle 
returns to the origin infinitely often with probability one. 
In order to formulate some further results on RWIRE we need two further 
notations. Let the local time of {Sk} up to n be 
¢(x, n) = #{k: 0<~ k< n, Sk = X}, 
and further let 
M(n)= max [Ski. 
O<~k~n 
As it is well-known, in the classical case (i.e., in the case P(Xi =½)= 1) M(n)  is 
"essentially" like n 1/2 asymptotically. In the general case M(n)  behaves like (log n) 2 
for large n. In fact, Sinai (1982) proved: 
Theorem A. Assume 
(i) E log x__.q_o =0, 0 < 0 .2 = E log 2 Xo < oo. 
1 - Xo 1 - Xo 
Then 
l imP~ S, <~x}=H(x)  
,-,~ [(log n) 2 
(n--, oo) 
where H ( x ) is a non-degenerate distribution function. 
The concrete form of H(x)  was found by Kesten (1986). 
Another result, again stating that asymptotically M(n)  behaves like (log n) 2 is 
due to Deheuvels and R6v6sz (1986): 
Theorem B. Assume (i). Then for any e > 0 
(log n)2(log log n) -2-~ <~ M(n)  <~ (log n)2(log log n) 2+~ 
provided n >>- no, where Px{no < oo} = 1 a.s. 
The behaviour of ~(k, n) (k fixed, n--> oo) is also very different in the classical 
and in the random environment cases. Since in the clasical case M(n)  is around 
n 1/2, it is not surprising that ~:(x, n) is also like n 1/2 (cf. Chung and Hunt, 1949). 
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However, in the random environment case the fluctuation is much bigger. In fact 
we have (of. Deheuvels and R6v~sz (1986), R~v~sz (1987)): 
Theorem 
(ii) 
Then for 
for some 
C. Assume (i) and that, for some 0 < a < ½, 
a<~Xo<~l -a  a.s. 
any k, a f ixed integer, we have 
Px/tn_,~lim ~(k, n) /n  =O} = l a.s., 
C=C(a)>O 
C n) log n)i.o.}=l Px{ ' (  k, n) ~> exp((1-1og log log 
for any e > O, 
( logn i.o.} 
Px{ sO(k, n) <'-- exp \(log l-og n),-~ )
and, for any e > O, 
n) ~> exp((loglOg n g(k, 
provided n >1 no, where Px{no < OO} = 1 a.s. 
(1.3) 
a.s., (1.4) 
= 1 a.s., (1.5) 
(1.6) 
On seeing this big fluctuation in n it is also natural to expect hat the local time 
~(k, n) in k is much less stable in the case of RWIRE than in the classical case. In 
order to describe this stability we consider 
n) n)=- -  
n)" 
In the classical case we have (cf. Cs6rg5 and R6v6sz (1985), and Cs~iki and F61des 
(1985)): 
Theorem D. Let Xi ~ ½. Then for any e > 0 we have 
and 
lira sup Iv(k, n ) - l l=0  a.s. 
n--*oo Ikl~na/2/(Iog n) l+" 
lim sup Iv(k, n ) - l )~>l  a.s. 
n-.*oo [kl~nl/2/iog n 
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Intuitively it is clear that in case of a general RWIRE one cannot expect that 
u(k, n) converges to 1 even for a fixed k. However we prove that there exists a 
random function m(k, X) =mk (depending only on the environment, i.e. m(k, • ) is 
a deterministic function when the environment ;¢ is given) such that u(k, n) is near 
mk. In fact we prove: 
Theorem 1. Assume (i) and let k be a fixed integer. Then for any e > 0 we have 
Px l l im exp((l°gn)(l°gl°gn)-(x+~))lv(k'n)--mkl=O} a.s. (1.7) 
An explicit form for m k is also given in Section 2 (cf. (2.1)). 
Theorem B also shows that we cannot expect uniformity in k in (1.7) when k is 
close to (log n) 2. One of our main results (an analogue of Theorem D) is 
Theorem 2. Assume (i) and 
F(x )+ l -F (1 -x )=O(x" ) ,  x~O,  
with some a > O. Then for each e, 8 > 0 we have 
ex {~im exp((log n)(log log n)-(l+8)) 
x max [ ~'(k, n)-mkl=O]t 
l~k~( log  n)2/ ( log log n) 2+t ) 
and for each C > 1/(2o "2) we have 
Px I lim sup n-~ max 
~. n--*o0 l~k~ < C( log n)2/ log log log n 
with some e = e ( C ) > O. 
(1.8) 
= 1 a.s., (1.9) 
=1 a.s. (1.10) Iv(k, n)- mkl =oo} 
As we have emphasized, one could not expect hat ~,(k, n) should converge to 1. 
On the contrary, the fluctuation of mk and consequently also that of v(k, n) is very 
big. Our next theorem addresses this question. 
Theorem 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2, and let {k,} be a sequence of positive 
integers with 
(log log n) 2+~ 
(log n) 2 
Then, for any x > O, 
lim P{(v(k,,  n))k:,/2 ( 1 )  ~< x} = • log x , 
n---~ oo 
IG -.> O for some e > O, and lq, --> oo. (1.11) 
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where cI) is the standard normal distribution function. If, in addition to (1.11), we 
assume that k,+~/ lq, is bounded, then 
Px l l im sup ( v( k"' n ) ) (2k" '°g l°g k")-l/~ = e°~ ) ,,-~o a.s., 
Px { l im~f  (v(k,,, n))(2k" l°gl°gk")-l/2=e-~} = l a.s. 
In Section 2, we present some known and new lemmas. Sections 3, 4, 5 are devoted 
to the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 respectively. In Section 6 we present some further 
results without proofs. 
2. Notation and lemmas 
Introduce the following notation: 
U j=(1-X j ) /X j ,  U_ j=X_ J (1 -X_ j ) ,  j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
I f  (k)  = ,~j xk-/(1--Xk_j), U(--~ k)= (1 -X_ (k_ j ) ) /X_ (k_ j ) ,  
k=2,3 , . . . , j= l ,2 , . . . , k -1 ,  
po = O, 
pl = inf{k: k > O, Sk = 0}, 
P2 - -  inf{k: k > p~ , S k = 0},  
Pj+I ---- inf{k: k > pj, Sk ---- 0}, . . . .  
Vo =Vo(k)=l, k=±2,+3, . . . ,  
Vt = U~ U2" • • U .  V-t = U_~ U-2"  • • /3_ .  
. . . . . 
k=2,3 , . . . , j= l ,2 , . . . , k -1 ,  
W(k)= Vo+ V, +. . -+  Vk_,, 
W(-k)  = Vo+ V_~+. . .+ V-(k-~), 
W*(k) = V(oe) + v~ e ) + " . .+ v(kk )_,, 
W*( -k )= V(o-e)+ V(_~k)+ "" "+ V(_~k)_l), k=2,3 ,  . . . .  
Deheuvels and R~v6sz (1986) proved the following lemmas. 
Lemma A. For any m >I 1 and k >>- 2 we have 
Px{min(l: 1>~ m, Sz = O) <min(l:  1 >- m, Sl = k)[S,, = 1}= 1-1 /W(k)  
and similarly 
Px{min(l: l >- m, St = k) < min(l: l>~ m, S~ = O) [ S,, -- k - l}= 1 -1 /W*(k) .  
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Lemma B. For any k = 1, 2 , . . .  we have 
Px{~(k, p,)  = O} = 1-Xo/W(k) 
and 
Xo(1-Xk) { l--Xk ~'-' 
ex{~(k'P~)=l}= w(k)W*(k )k l  W*(k)]  ' I= 1,2, . . . .  
Lemma B immediately implies 
Ex~ (k, 01) = mk = -  Xo W*(k) 
1--Xk W(k) 
and 
Ex(¢( k, p,)-- mk)2= O'2k-- Xo (W*(k))Ef 1--Xk 
(1--Xk) 2 ~ ' )  t 2 -  W*(k) 
(2.1) 
Now we prove 
~--(k)}" (2.2) 
Lemma 2.1. 
then 
I f  (1.1) holds, k >~ 1 and 
0< A < min(n 1/2, -n  ~/2 log(1 - (1 - Xk) /W*(k) ) ) ,  
A 2 A 3 
E x exp(;tn-U2(~:(k, p~)--mk)) = 1 +~ntr2+ Rk(n)n3/2 , 
/ W*(k)~ 5 
IRk(n)l <~ A{ 
for almost all realizations of x , where A is a positive constant, and orE is as in (2.2). 
Proof. Using Lemma B we obtain 
E exp(---~n ~:(k, p,)) 
Xo Xo(1--Xk) exp(A/,,/n) 
-1  
W(k) W(k)W*(k )  1 -exp(X / , / -n ) (1 - (1 -Xk) /W*(k ) ) '  
if A <-v/-ff log(1- (1--Xk)/W*(k)). Next we use the following three term Taylor 
expansions: 
X 2 X 3 
e-X = 1 -x+- - - °6  -' 2 I01~1 (2.3) 
and 
1 - - - l+x+x2+~x 3, Inl~<l. (2.4) 
1- -X  
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By (2.3) and (2.4) we get 
1 
exp(-h/J;;)-(l-(l-Xk)/W*(k)) 
= 
2 
l+$+&- e6;3,2- 1+ W*(k) 
‘, ( l-X*) 
= W(k) 1 
l-X, 1 
W*(k) h W(k) A2 
s l-X, l+J;; 1-x,+; 
W*(k) 
_2(1 -X,) 
where Al is a constant. Thus we have 
Using again (2.3) we obtain 
Ex exp( -Am&Z) - (1+)~+ 
and multilying now (2.5) and (2.6) together, we get Lemma 2.1. 
3. Proof of Therorem 1 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The properties of t(k, p,) are much simpler than those of t(!q n). Hence at first 
we present a lemma to describe some simple properties of t( k, p,). 
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Let • denote the standard normal distribution function and let 
~(t )= P{oSUp [F(s)l<~t }, 
where {F(s), 0<~ s<~ 1)} is a standard Wiener process. 
Lemma 3.1. I f  (1.1) holds and k >~ 1, then 
lim Px((ncr2k)-i/:(~( k, p,)-- nmk) <~ t) = ~( t) a.s., 
n --.~, oo 
lim Px{(ncr2k)-'/21~( k, p,)-- nmkl <- t i= 2cI'( t)-- I a.s. 
tl .-.~ oo 
and 
l im/ix { (n°2) -1/2 
n ---~ oo  
max I~:(k, p,)-- imki <- t} 
l~ i~n 
(3.1) 
Also, for almost all realizations of X, 
lim sup (2nor 2 log log n) - l l2 l~(k ,  p,,) - nmkl 
n --.~ oo  
(3.2) 
= rF(t) a.s. (3.3) 
and 
= lim sup (2nor 2 log log n -1 /2  max If(k, p i )  - imk l  
n.-~oo l~ i~n 
= 1 a.s. (3.4) 
"/T 
lim,,_+<~inf (ntr2/log log n) -'/2 l~i~nmaX [~(k, Pi) - imkl - 81/2 a.s. (3.5) 
Proof. Consider those realizations of X for which we have that Xk ~ 1 (k = 0, + 1, 
+2, . . . ) .  The probability of these realizations of the environment is 1. For a given 
realization of X, ~:(k, Pa) has moment generating function, and 
t l  
~:(/qp,,)= ~ (~:(/qp~)-~:(k,p,_~)) 
i= l  
is a sum of n i.i.d.r.v.'s. The central imit theorem gives (3.1). The proofs of (3.2) 
to (3.5) are similar, and therefore omitted. 
It follows by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that Px of (3.1), (3.2) 
and (3.3) can be replaced by P. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  (i) holds and k >>- 1, then 
lim sup (2~:(0, n)cr~ log log ~:(0, n))-l/2i~(k, n) - st(0, n)mkl = 1 
n- -~oo 
lim sup (2~(0, n)cr 2 log log g(0, n)) -1/2 max If(k, i ) -  ~(0, i)mkl = 1 
n--~oo l~ i~n 
a.s., (3.6) 
a.s., (3.7) 
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lim (n loglog n) -1/2 max If(k, i)-~(0, i)mk[ =0 a.s., (3.8) 
n--*oo l~ i~n 
and, for all e > O, 
lim exp(-(log n)(log log n) -(1+')) max If(k, i ) -  ~(0, i)mkl = oc a.s. (3.9) 
n--~oo l~ i~n 
for almost all realizations of  x. 
Proof. Let z*(i) be the integer valued r.v. for which 
p~..(o<~i<p~.(i)+l ( i= 1,2, . . . ) .  
It is easy to see that z*(i) = ~(0, i) = ~:(0, p~*(i)) and 
~(k, p~.(,)) ~< ¢(k, i) < ~(k, p~*(,)+l)- (3.10) 
By the definition of "r*(i) we have 
max If(k, i)-~(0, i)mk[ 
l< - i~n 
max If(k, p~*(,))--~'*(i)mk[+ max I~(k, p,,(i)+l)- ~(k, P,*(o)I 
l~ i~n l~ i~n 
max [¢(k,p~)--imkl+ max (~(k, pi+,)-~(k, pi) ). (3.11) 
l<~i~r* (n)  l~<i<~z*(n) 
Deheuvels and R6v6sz (1986) proved that 
P~Ilim p,,/n=oo}=l a.s. (3.12) 
L rl---~OO 
and 
Px/lim sup , .  ,,-,oo p" exp(-(log n)(loglog n)l+~)<~ 1} = 1 
for all e > O. We immediately get from (3.12) and (3.13) that 
P~{lim,,_,~oz*(n)/n =0}=1 a.s. 
and 
a.s. (3.13) 
(3.14) 
Pxlliminf'r*(n)exp(-l°gn)(l°gl°gn)-'l+~')>~t ,-,o 1)=1 a.s. (3.15) 
for all e > 0. Applying Theorem 4.4.4 of Galambos (1978) we obtain that for almost 
all realizations of X 
lim (log n) -(1+~) max (st(k, pi+l)-~J(k, pi)) =0 a.s. (3.16) 
n--~oo l~ i~n 
Using now Theorem 3 of Deheuvels and R6v6sz (1986) we get that 
lira (log n)l+~(~r(0, n) log log ~r(0, n)) -~/2 = 0 a.s. (3.17) 
n-~oo 
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for almost all realizations of X- Using now (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) we get 
Px{(s¢(0, n) log log so(0, n)) -1/2 max [~(k,p ,+l ) -~(k ,p , ) ]=O}=l  a.s. 
1~< i~<,r*(n) 
(3.18) 
Similarly to (3.11) we have 
max [~:(k, i ) -~(O, i)mk[ 
l ~.~i~n 
i> max I¢(k,p,)--imkl-- max I ¢ (k ,p ,+, ) -¢ (k ,p , ) l .  (3.19) 
l~ i~r* (n)  l~ i~ ' r* (n )  
Now, (3.4), (3.11), (3.18) and (3.19) imply (3.7) and a similar argument gives (3.6). 
Observing Px{limn_,oo ~(0, n) /n  = 0} = 1 a.s. (cf. Theorem 3 of Deheuvels and R6v6sz 
(1986)), (3.7) implies (3.8). 
By (3.15) and (3.5) we get 
Px/l im inf exp(-(log 
) 
n)(loglog n) -~1+~)) max ]~(k, p~) imkl 
'IT 
L n~oO 1<~ i~<,r*(n) - -  ~ 8 - -~Ork  J 
= 1 a.s. (3.20) 
for all e > 0. Thus by (3.19), (3.16) and (3.14) the proof of (3.9) is now complete. 
Next we show that (3.8) and (3.9) of Lemma 3.2 are not far from being best possible. 
Lernma 3.3. I f  (1.1) holds, P{a <- Xo <~ 1 - a} = 1 with some 0 < a <1 and k >I 1, then 
there is a constant C such that 
,o} Px{max, , l~(k ' i ) -~(O ' i )mk '~exp( (  ½ log log log 
= 1 a.s. (3.21) 
and also, for all e > O, 
Pxl  max I~:(k, i)-~:(0, i)mkl<~exp(--(log n)(log log n) -(1-~)) i.o.~ 
~ l~ i~n J 
= 1 a.s. (3.22) 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.a of R6v6sz (1985) that there is a constant C 
such that for almost all realizations of the environment X we can find a sequence 
nl = n~(x, C) < n2 = n2(x, C) <- • • such that 
,iminfoxp (1 C ) ) t-~ \ log log log ni log ni 7"*(nl) I> 1 a.s. 
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Thus we obtain by (3.5) that 
lim exp(-½(1 C) logn , ) ( log lognz)~/2  max 
l-~ x \ log log]og nl l~i<~'r*(nl) 
If(k, p , ) -  im,[ 
,ff 
8 - -~  O'k a .s .  
for almost all realizations of X. Using now (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain (3.21). 
Let e > 0. By Theorem 1.a of R6v6sz (1987), for almost all realizations of X we 
can define a sequence n I - -  n l (e  , X )  < n2 = n2(e, X)  <"  " " such that 
lim sup exp(-(log ni)(log log ni)-(1-~))z*(nl) ~ 1 a.s., 
1--~oo 
and hence (3.22) follows by (3.7). 
Now we can present he 
Proof of 
By (3.4) 
Theorem 1. It is easy to see that 
1 
max I~(k, n) -  mkl~ Iv(k, p~*(~))- m~l-~ ,*(n) ~,~<~*(~) [ (k ,  p i+ , )  - ~:(k, p,)l- 
and (3.15) we have for all e > 0 
PxIlimt ~-,o~ exp((log n)(log log n)-(l*~))lv(k, p~.(,,,)-mkl=O} = 1 a.s. 
Using now (3.15) and (3.18) we obtain 
1 
Px{ ~im exp((log n)(log log n) -°+~)) ~'*(n) 
xl<~i,~.(n)max I¢(k,p,+l)-¢(k,p,)l--O} 
for all e > O, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
= 1 a.s. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
This proof also begins with some lemmas concerning the properties of ¢(k, p,). 
Lemma 4.1. If (1.1) holds, k >~ 1 and 
x 2 <cr~ min(~rff,--4'-fflog(1--(1--Xk)/W*(k))), 
then 
exp(A(W*(k)~5 3 -6 --1/2~ X2 p,,)- nmk[ ~ xnl/2} ~ 2 
where A is the constant of Lemma 2.1, and tr 2 is as in (2.2). 
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
t 2 t 3 ) n 
Px(l~(k, p,,)- nmk[ >- xn '/2} <~ 2 exp(-xt)  1 +~--nn or 2 + Rk(n)-n-57 i 
<~2 exp(A(W*(k)l___.Xkk) tn'53 --1/2'~j exp( t2°'22 xt), 
if 0 < xt <~ min(x/-ff, --x/-ff log(1 - (1 -- Xk)/W*(k)). Choosing t = X/or2k, we obtain the 
lemma. 
The next lemma shows that ~,(k, p.)= ¢(k, p,)/n is near to the r.v. mk which 
depends on the environment X. 
Lemma 4.2. We assume that ( i) holds and 
F (x )+ l -F (1 -x )=O(x~) ,  x-)O, 
with some t~ > O. I f  0 </z < 1/(1152o "2) and 6 > orx/21z, then 
Px(lim n 1/2-~ max ]v(k,p,)--mk[=O) 
[. n~OO l~k~/z(Iog n)2/log log n 
=1 a.s. 
(4.1) 
Proof. We get from Lemma 4.1 that 
Px( max [u(k ,p , ) -  mkl>~xn -1/2} 
I~ l~k~r(n) 
~<2 ~ exp A X30"k6n -1/2 exp - , 
k=l 1--Xk ] 
if 
x 2 ~< ~ min 
l~k<~r(n) 
or~ rain(l ,-- log(1--(1--Xk)/W*(k))) 
and 
r(n)/z(log n)2/log log n. 
By Lemma D in R6v6sz (1987) we have 
log W*(k) 
lim sup max ,-,oo l~k~r(,) (2r(n) log log r(n)) 1/2- or a.s. 
and similarly 
lim sup 
n- -~ ¢o  
log W(k) 
max l<~k~r(n) (2r(n) loglog r(n)) 1/2 or a.s., 
where or is as in (i). It is easy to see that 
Xo (W*(k)) 2 Xo 
Xk(1-Xk)  2 W(k) <~or2 <~2(1_Xk)2 
(W*(k)) 2 
W(k) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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Using condition (4.1) and Corollary 4.3.1 of Galambos (1978) as we can choose a 
constant/3 > 0 such that 
lim inf k ~ min Xi = oo a.s. (4.5) 
k~cx~ l~i<~k 
and also 
l im in fk  ¢ min  (1 -X i )=oo  
k~oo l~ i~k  
a.s. (4.6) 
By (4.4) we have 
( W2(k)~ 51.2__ 1 W3(k) W3(k) 
l _Xk}  o.6 <~ 3"----'--~ ~  XkXo W*(k) XkX 03  3" 
We obtain from (4.3) and (4.5) that 
lim sup (2r(n) log log r(n)) -1/2 
r l -~  OO 
( (W*(k )~ 51 
max log 1-----~fk] ~kk] l~k<~r(n) 
Using now (4.4) we have 
lim sup (2r(n) log log r(n)) -~/2 
tl ---~ OO 
An elementary calculation yields 
max " ~logo~7, <~2o a.s. 
l~k~r(n)  
min tr2k min(1, -log(1-(1-Xk)/ W*(k))) 
l~k~r(n)  
xk W* ( k ) 
~> x/-ffXo min 
l~k,~,(.) 1-- X k W(k) x) 
=,/'nXo min exp log _X~ " 
l~k~r(n)  i 1 1 
Thus we obtain 
lira inf n-Vn 1/2 
n --I, OO 
if y < ½- tr 2x/2-~-~/~. 
min 
l~k~r(n)  
<~3tr a.s. (4.7) 
(4.8) 
tr2min(1,- log(1-Xk)/W*(k)))=oo a.s. (4.9) 
Without loss of generality we can assume that t r2v~ < 3 < ¼-5tr 2x/~-. Applying 
now (4.7) and (4.8) we get 
l imsupexp(n 28-2~ 2"if;) max l exp(a(W*(k )~ 5 -1/2 
-n28/(2tr2)} ~1 a.s. 
<~ 1 a.s. 
Since 23 <½-t r  2x/~ in (4.9), we can use Lemma 4.1 and thus obtain 
limsup 1--L-exp(n2~-2~'/2-~)Px/ max I v (k ,p , ) -mkl~n ~-1/2} 
. -~ r(n) i l~k~r(n)  
Lemma 4.2 now follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
The next statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2. 
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Corollary 4.1. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.2 we have 
Px{ lim n 5/12 max [v(k, pn)--mk[=O} 
n--*oo l~k~l / ,  153tr2(log (n)2/log log n 
=1 a.s. 
Now we present he 
Proof of Theorem 2. By (3.10), 
] ~(k,n) ~:(k, p~.(.))l~ 
Using (2.1) we have 
mk ~ 1 ----'-~k exp i 1 log 
~(k, p..(.))- g(k, p..(.)÷,) 
,*(n) 
~< Ill(k, p,.(.)) + r*(n) mkl I ~'*--~]e(k'O~'*'~)+')--mkl 
z*(n) + 1 
<~lv(k,p~.(.))-mkl~ T*(n) Iv(k,p~*(n)+,) 
- ink~ r* (n ) .  (4.10) 
1 
Therefore we obtain from the law of iterated logarithm and (4.6) that for each 
y> o" 2x/~ 
lim sup(~'*(n)) -v max mk =0 a.s. 
n~OO l~k~r( r* (n ) )  
for almost all realizations of X, where r(n) =/z(log n)E/log log n. Hence we get from 
(3.15) that for all 8 > 0 
Px{ lim l~k~r(~.*(n))max mk/z*(n)=O}=l a.s. (4.11) 
Applying now (3.15) and Lemma 4.2 we have 
lim exp((log n)(log log n) -O+8)) max Iv(k, p~.(.)) - mkl--- 0 a.s. 
n~oO l~k~( log  n)2/(log log n) 2+* 
for almost all realizations of X, where 8, e > 0. 
Now we prove (1.10). Let k~ = C(log n)2/log log log n. Theorem 2 of Deheuvels 
and R6v6sz (1986) says that 
l+e  } 
Px.tl~k~nmax Sk ~< ztr (log ~(O,n))2/logloglog~(O,n)i.o. = 1 a.s. 
for all e > 0. Applying now Theorem 3 of Deheuvels and R6v6sz (1986) we have 
for all e > 0 that 
I l+e  1 Px max Sk<~-~2(1og n)2/logloglog n i.o. = 1 a.s. 
I. l~k~n 
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We assumed that C > 1/(2o'2), and therefore we obtain 
Px{v(k~,n)=Oi.o.}=l a.s., 
which implies 
Px{ max [z,(k, n ) -  mk[ >- mk" i.o.} = a.s. 
Now (2.1), (4.5), (4.6) and the law of the iterated logarithm for sums of random 
variables yield 
P{mk. > n ~ i.o.} = 1 
with some e > 0, and hence (1.10) follows. 
We note in passing that Lemma 2.1 can be also used to prove the following central 
limit theorem. 
Theorem 4. I f  (i) and (4.1) hold, k,, ~ oo and 
1 ~< k~ < (log n)2/(3920- 2 log log n), 
then 
and 
~nl/2 } 
~irn+Px~--~k (v(iq, p.)-mk")<---x : +(x)  a.s. 
['nt/2 } 
~im Px~--~k" lv(lq,, p,,)-mk"]<--..x = 2~(x) -1  a.  s. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Proof. With Rk(n) in Lemma 2.1 and/~ in (4.12) one can easily show that 
Rk" ( n)0--~/ nl/2 ~ O 
for almost all realizations of X- Hence 
+-~n+ Rk.(n)A30-k3/n3/2) 
Ok. 
for almost all realizations of X. Consequently we have (4.13). 
The proof of (4.14) is similar. 
_.~ Cx2/2 
Remark 4.1. The statement of (4.13) can be formulated in a somewhat stronger 
form. Namely we have 
lim max Px (v(k,p,) - -mk)<~x--~(x)  =0 a.s. 
n~OO l~k~( log  n)2/(392~ 2 log log n) 
We note also that using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we can 
replace Px of (4.13), (4.14) and Remark 4.1 by P. 
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5. Proof of Theorem 3 
First we prove 
Lemma 5.1. We assume that the conditions of Lemma 4.2 hold. I f  there is an e > 0 
such that k,+~/ k, is bounded, 
(log log n) 2+~ 
(log n) 2 k, ~ 0 
then 
and kn ~o~ (5.1) 
0}=1 as  
Px/ l imsup v(k,, n )=oo}=l  a.s. 
I , .  /2--->00 
and 
Proof. By Theorem 2 it is enough to consider the set of limit points of ink. By 
(2.1) we have 
ink, ' ~ - -  
Xo W* ( k. ) Xo 1 'ko- ~ X~ ) (5.2) 
1--Xk. W(k . )  --1--Xk exp~i~l l °g l -X i  ' 
and therefore the statement follows from the Hartman (1941) law of the iterated 
logarithm. 
Proof of Theorem 3. First we note that by (5.2) and the law of iterated logarithm 
lim infexp((log n)(log log n)-°+8))mk. = oo a.s., (5.3) 
I'1 ---~ oO 
if 6 < e. Using the mean value theorem we obtain 
[log v(k~, n ) - log  mk.] <~ 
I (k.,n)-mk.I 
mk.-Iv(k ,n)-mk.l" 
We get from (5.3) and Theorem 2 that 
PxI l im Ilog v(k,,  n) - log  mk.]=0} = 1 a.s. (5.4) 
Applying now (4.6), (5.2) and the law of iterated logarithm we have 
lim sup (2k, log log k,) -1/2 log mk. = tr a.s., (5.5) 
n- -~ oo  
lim inf (2k, log log k,) -1/2 log ink. = --tr a.s., (5.6) 
n --~ oo  
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and by the central imit theorem 
lim p{ l k:l/2 log mk <~ x} = ~(x). 
n---> oo 
Theorem 3 follows immediately from (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6). 
(5.7) 
6. A few further results 
In this section we present a few further theorems. Their proof can be based on 
Theorem 2, (5.3) and well known properties of partial sums. Hence we omit the 
details. 
Theorem 5. We assume that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then 
... -k,/2 k,/2 I 1 } lim f i x  " <~,(k,n)<~x " , l~<k~<k~}=P sup IF(t)l - - logx  
n-*oo  tO<~t<_ l  G r 
for all x > 1, where F is a Wiener process. 
Theorem 6. I f  the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, then for every e > 0 we have 
Px lim max =0 =1 
kn~oO 1 .k , l . ( l ogn)2 / ( log logn)  2+~ ~(I, n) 
for almost all realizations of x. 
Theorem 7. We assume that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then for all 81, ~2 > 0 
and positive integer p there exists no = no(tO, X) such that 
px{no < oo}= 1 
for almost all realization of)(, and if n >1 no, then 
I" ~1+8'1-IP-1 logik, <~ max exp (logp..,,, 11,=1 l~Z~ko ~:(l, n) 
<~ exp((1 + 82)(2o'2k,, log log k.)1/2), 
where logp x stands for taking logarithm of x p-times. 
Theorem 8o We assume that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Then 
{(  , (k ,n ) )  k-J/2/~ } ~K(logx), l<x<oo,  
lim P max <~ x = 
- -~ l.~t~k. ~(l, [0, -oo<x~< 1, 
where 
oo 
K ' (x )=8 ~ (-i)'-'i2dp(ix) 
i= l  
and ¢~ is the standard normal density function. 
~voor  Wiskunde en InformatiCg 
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The distribution function K of this theorem is that of the range of the Wiener 
process obtained by Feller (1951). 
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